
Droneks Aize Selipashaflor
(StrongAntlers Wolf SanPedroCactusFlower)



The Thirteen Forces of The All
∙ Time

∙ Space

∙ Thought

∙ Emotion

∙ Fate

∙ Destiny

∙ Luck

∙ Magic

∙ Power

∙ Physics

∙ Death

∙ Soul

∙ Being

:As I have learned through my communion with the spirits and much meditation:



The Seven Hermetic Principles
I. The Principle of Mentalism - The All is Mind.

II. The Principle of Correspondence - As above, so below, as below, so above.

III. The Principle of Vibration - Nothing rests; everything moves, everything vibrates.

IV. The Principle of Polarity - everything is dual; everything has poles; everything has its pair
of opposites; like and unlike are the same; opposites are identical in nature, but different
in degree; extremes meet; all truths are but half-truths; all paradoxes may be reconciled.

V. The Principle of Rhythm - Everything flows, out and in; everything has its tides; all things
rise and fall; the pendulum-swing manifests in everything; the measure of the swing to
the right is the measure of the swing to the left; rhythm compensates.

VI. The Principle of Cause and Effect - Every Cause has its Effect; every Effect has its Cause;
everything happens according to Law; Chance is but a name for Law not recognized;
there are many planes of causation, but nothing escapes the Law.

VII. The Principle of Gender - Gender is in everything; everything has its Masculine and
Feminine Principles; Gender manifest on all planes.

:From The Kybalion: A Study of The Hermetic Philosophy of Ancient Egypt and Greece by Three Initiates:



Koral Items and Culture
Bows - Made of wood, Used for hunting

Candles, Lamps, and Fire Circles - Used in night rituals to create light and mood

Clothing - All clothing usually made of Hemp and/or Alpaca wool. Hide from monthly hunts can
also be fashioned into items and clothing

Food - Most food is grown in community by community members. Staples are fruits, vegetables,
grain, poultry and fish. Meat is eaten during the three days of the new moon phase. Foods that
can not be grown can be traded for. The teenagers of each family must be involved in the
farming of community food, working under a senior or adult overseer

Knifes - Used for cutting of herbs and gutting and cleaning of fish and game

Music Players - Used to aid trance states and ritual mood. Musical instruments may be used if
you or an accompanying person or group of people are adept at playing

Smoking Pipes - Made of wood, glass, clay, bamboo, stone, or some combination of these
materials. Used in the inhalation (smoking) of dried plant material

Smudges - Bundles of dried, aromatic plant material burned for scent and effect. Used in ritual
or simply to make surroundings smell pleasant. It is not necessary to burn a whole smudge in
one sitting

Tokens & Money - Tokens are wooden or clay coins buring family symbol on one side and a
personal one on the opposite. Used to pay for goods when one has no items for trade. One
token equals one chore or favor equal to worth of goods or service provided. No sexual favors
are allowed. Money can be obtained through sale of goods, wares and/or services to those
persons that are outsiders of ones community, but should not be a necessity of living. When
something happens that affects the whole community that requires money, it is pooled,
reasonably, from all community members. Sale of one's own goods is not taxed.

Wedded Necklaces - A symbol of matrimony



The Brew of the Koral
Shasha (Cannabis Rudrica)

Busha (Cannabis Indica)

Shisha (Cannabis Sativa)

Kava Kava (Root)

Sikaseshi (The plant of An2'bez) - 16 leaves(fresh) per cup

Selipashanoipubuleh (The plant of y2hw2) - 6 inches per cup

Sugar - 1 or 2 tablespoons per cup (to taste)

Smoking Pipe

Sweat Lodge or Steam Room

______________________________________________________________________________________________

Cut Selipashanoi into coins about 1 inch in thickness then section star into diamond shaped
pieces.

Steep Selipashanoi pieces 12 min in room temp water

in seperate container, also in room temp water, steep Kava Kava root 10 min

Juice Sikasasu leaves

Mix Sikasasu leaf juice, Selipashanoi and Kava Kava Teas

Add Sugar

Drink after a puff of, or while smoking, a mixture of Misha, Busha, and Shisha from smoking
pipe while seated in Sweat Lodge or Steam Room.

______________________________________________________________________________________________

:I have not tried this yet. I fear it may cause death. Approach with caution:



A Short List of Stones and Their
Influences

∙ Agate - Courage, luck and prosperity, Appreciation of nature. Mental Stimulation.

∙ Amber - Romantic love, patience, memory.

∙ Amethyst - Modification. Modifying eating habits, drinking and drug use. Promotes
awareness, meditation, balance, psychic ability and understanding of death. Gives us the
wisdom to ask for our new life that lies ahead of us.

∙ Crystal - Clarity of thought, memory, communication, awakening, visualization.
Amplification of prayers and wishes.

∙ Diamond - Bonds. Gives courage and purity, longevity. Helps us find things.

∙ Double-Terminated Crystal - Allows energy to cycle. Allows us to recall dreams and have
psychic ability. Also eases access to the spirit world.

∙ Emerald - Seeing the beauty of nature

∙ Moonstone - Safe travel on water. Hope and new beginnings.

∙ Obsidian - Absorbs bad energy

∙ Onyx - Practicalities

∙ Opal - Enhances psychic vision

∙ Rose Quartz - Helps one find friends

∙ Ruby - Spiritual protection(raw)

∙ Sapphire - Promotes affluence

∙ Tiger's Eye - Clear thinking, courage and willpower. Empowerment

∙ Turquoise - Empathy, general healing, transformation, transmutation, renewal, release,
emotional sensitivity. Appreciation of nature.

:from Shamanic Experience by Kenneth Meadows and Rainbow Medicine by Wolf Moondance:



Chakras

Starting at bottom: Root (Draws energy from Earth), Feet (Courage, openness to new, commitments), Base (Physical
energy, common sense, prosperity), Sacral (Independence, self-awareness, detoxifying of body and life), Solar Plexus
(Rational thought, optimism, truthfulness), Heart (Spiritual reverence, idealism, compassion), Throat
(Open-mindedness, facing of Karma, all communications), Base of Brain (Action), Brow (Faith, discipline, nurtureing
ability, vision), Crown (Creative imagination, stellar influences, acceptance of change)

::graphic from Shamanic Experience by Kenneth Meadows, Attributes from Animal-Wise by Ted Andrews and
Shamanic Experience::



A List of Plants and Trees and Their
Influences

∙ Alder - Transition and transformation, Indicates with adversity comes seeds of new
beginnings. Imparts serenity and the power to avoid being swept away on emotional
tides. Teaches the need calmness and the strength that comes from taking an overview
of a situation. The ability to know oneself, balance and acceptance of the self. Seeing
the good and the bad, finding integrity, harmony and peace.

∙ Angelica - Helps with anxiety, weakness, nervous stomach and hopelessness. Balancing.

∙ Apple - Making decisions and the right choices, Challenging options. Protective and
helpful in areas of life path that skills and talents need to be nurtured and developed
through consistent care and persistent practice. Emphasizes concentration. Passion,
sexual and otherwise, romance and the renewal of romance. The act of love. The love
medicine tree. Healing, Knowledge.

∙ Ash - Understanding the holistic nature nature of the universe and realizing how the
material and the spiritual are connected. Shows how one's inner thoughts ultimately find
expression in the outer world of physical manifestation. Indicates the need for changing
one's lifestyle to attain a right relationship with the Earth and to link the inner and outer
worlds. its special quality is resilience. Truth, sincerity, compassion, understanding.
Spiritual awareness and intuition.

∙ Aspen - Knowing, intuition, discernment, forgiveness.

∙ Balm - Protection, melancholy, anger, rage, and sadness. Soothes sleeplessness and
restless sleep.

∙ Bay - Energize Throat Center.

∙ Beech - linked the thirst for knowledge that nourishes the soul, guardian of 'lost' wisdom
and a door of access to it for those who quest for it with love in their hearts. guards
against repeating mistakes and helps in the establishment of a firm foundation for
future action. abundance, affluence, well-being.

∙ Bergamot - Nervous tension, stress. Encouraging.

∙ Birch - Quiet, tolerant, the ability to see, to listen, to think. Realization. Determination,
overcoming difficulties.



∙ Bramble - Inspiration, creativity, new ideas. Transformation.

∙ Cedar - Energize Feet Center. Cleansing, release, purification, renewal and replacement.
Fear, anger, Psychological disconnection. Calming, warming, honoring, harmony and
comfort.

∙ Chamomile - tension, over-sensitivity. used during pregnancy, calming, receiving.

∙ Cherry - The ability to produce, productivity, success, achievement.

∙ Cinnamon - Energize Base Center.

∙ Cypress - collecting one's thoughts. weak-minded, forgetful. Sexual craving. Sobbing.
Aids resting, calming. Sedative. gentle atmosphere.

∙ Dandelion - Healing.

∙ Dogwood - Spiritual inspiration. the ability to see harmony, to distinguish between.

∙ Elder - truth, continuance, timelessness

∙ Eucalyptus - Energize Throat Center. transformation, transmutation, nurturing, kindness.
Emotional overload, struggling. Balance, stimulation, focus.

∙ Fern - Adaptability

∙ Fir - Ancient wisdom. The depth of purification. Restoring and regeneration. The
protector of distant vision, enabling the likely of present or intended actions to be
foreseen and perspectives to be broadened. the tree of the visionary and of the seer.

∙ Fire Maple - Intense energy. Lifting from a lull to a high-pitch.

∙ Gardenia - Energize Spleen Center

∙ Geranium - Harmony and comfort

∙ Gorse - Associated with purification and with replenishment. the protector of efforts to
gather the skills and requisites necessary to attain that which is desired.

∙ Grapefruit - Harmony and comfort

∙ Hazel - stresses the power of divination, the ability to discern Nature's subtle influences
and the skill that is necessary to direct the will. Teaches the value of quiet contemplation
regarding the direction of creative energies, and of self-sacrifice and taking of the needs
of others. Magikal skills, divination, insight.



∙ Heather - Guards 'dream time' form negativity, bringing good future and good fortune

∙ Holly - Rejuvenation, potency, constant growth.

∙ Honey Clover - Aids resting, calming. Sedative. gentle atmosphere.

∙ Honeysuckle - Associated with finding a way to your own spiritual center and enjoying
the thrill of the experience. Guards against distractions. Prosperity, attraction

∙ Hyssop - Clarity, concentration, cleansing, creativity, meditation, centering, extreme
mood shifting, emotions. Aids with work area and working. Produces stimulation,
increases concentration. Slows down fatigue and refreshes.

∙ Ivy - Associated with travel and exploration of unknown places. Related with to forward
vision and with perceiving what is beyond that immediately to hand. a guardian of
regeneration. Tenacity, Persistence.

∙ Jasmine - Low self-esteem, weakness, emotion, suffering, and fear. Confidence.

∙ Juniper - Energize Spleen Center

∙ Juniper Lime - Aids with work area and working. Produces stimulation, increases
concentration. Slows down fatigue and refreshes.

∙ Lavender - Strengthening, refreshing, clairvoyance, mood swings. Divination. headaches,
insect bites. Harmony and comfort. Aids resting, calming. Sedative. Gentle atmosphere.

∙ Lilac - Energize Heart Center.

∙ Lily - Energize Heart Center.

∙ Lime - Aids with work area and working. Produces stimulation, increases concentration.
Slows down fatigue and refreshes.

∙ Maple - Luck and strength. Enthusiasm, joy, relationships.

∙ Mint - Energize Solar Plexus Center, Memory, loss of memory, unclear thinking, shock.
Aids with work area and working. Produces stimulation, increases concentration. Slows
down fatigue and refreshes.

∙ Mistletoe - Fertility, potency, creativity. Renewal

∙ Mullein - Versatility



∙ Oak - Strength and durability. The guardian of the power of inner achievement and
stresses the need not to allow the limitations of logic-based systems of knowledge to
smother hopes and aspirations. Steadfastness, stability, power, might and protection.
Strength, security and wisdom. Carrying an acorn with you will bring protection.

∙ Orange - Sensuality, self-consciousness, selfishness. Balancing and relaxing. Harmony
and comfort.

∙ Patchouli - Protection, attraction, sexual awareness

∙ Pear - Hope, faith, growth, generosity.

∙ Pine - Energize Spleen Center. Ancient wisdom, impeccability, eternal life. Spiritual
growth, emotional strength.

∙ Plantain - Harmonizing.

∙ Poplar - Vision, peace, achievement. A symbol of hope and an expression of
encouragement in doing what the heart tells you is right. Encourages you to whisper your
silent thoughts and to express your feelings with gentleness.

∙ Raspberry - Cleansing

∙ Redwood - Strength, longevity, memory and maturity

∙ Reed - Finding direction, adaptability.

∙ Roman Chamomile - Aids resting, calming. Sedative. gentle atmosphere.

∙ Rose - Protection. Strengthening the inner being. Disappointment, sadness. Aids resting,
calming. Sedative. gentle atmosphere.

∙ Rosemary - Uplifting the ego, empathy, poor memory.

∙ Rowan - Discernment, protection.

∙ Sage - Energize Base, and Cleanses and energizes Base, Brow and Crown Centers.
Sacred honor, opening, cleansing, protection.

∙ Sandalwood - Harmony, stress, nervous tension. Energize Feet Center.

∙ Silver Birch - Symbolizes purity of intent and determination of spirit. Strengthens and
clarifies image of what is desired, bring the intention into sharp focus, and guards the
image from diffusion. Indicates beginnings and and upsurge of energy usually
associated with things that are fresh and new.



∙ Swiss Pine - Aids with work area and working. Produces stimulation, increases
concentration. Slows down fatigue and refreshes.

∙ Tangerine - Harmony and comfort.

∙ Thistle - Strength, endurance.

∙ Violet - Practicality.

∙ Walnut - Confidence and energy.

∙ Wild Clover - Stability, sustenance.

∙ Willow - Mystic visions. Being open to clairvoyance. The powers of the third eye.
Friendship, luck, bending, continuing, going with the flow. Stresses the importance of
receptive and nurturing qualities, of drawing things into proper balance, and of need for
protection and support. Teaches the need for adaptability and, in a world of changing
values, finding satisfaction in the process rather than the ultimate goal.

∙ Wisteria - Cleanses Solar Plexus Center

∙ Yarrow - Menopause, marriage, confusion, open awareness. Energies.

∙ Yew - Associated with longevity. Emphasizes continuity in the face of constant change,
the need to regard death as an advisor and every change as but a transition to another
beginning.

:compiled from Rainbow Medicine by Wolf Moondance, Shamanic Experience by Kenneth Meadows
and Animal-Wise by Ted Andrews:



Koral Numerology
A - 1 E - 2 I - 3 O - 4 U - 5

B -1 H - 6 N - 11 T - 7

Ch - 2 J - 7 P - 3 Th - 8

D - 3 K - 8 R - 4 V - 9

F - 4 L - 9 S - 5 W - 1

G - 5 M - 1 Sh - 6 Z - 2

1. Write down Numeric value of all vowels and consonants in name. (Ch, Sh, and Th though
written as having two characters are one sound and are treated as one character, they
are pronounced the same as they would be in English)

2. Add all Numerals In personal name, middle name if you have one, and family name.

3. Add the digits of the sum of those separately

4. Add the number of character sounds to that sum Add the digits of those sums

5. Add the values of all words in name.

6. If number is more than 9 and not 11 add digits

7. Add the number of words in name.

8. If number is more than 9 and not 11 add digits

9. Find meaning of Numerical Value.

10. When combining for relationship power (for lack of better term) add value of both
names.



The Twenty Count
0 - The eternally existing No-thing that contains the potentiality of everything. The All That Is.
The Wholeness of male and female energy. That of which all comes and in which all is
contained.

1 - The power to perceive Enlightenment. The power to determine. The Power of Fire and of
Light. The human kingdom.

2 - Bonding power. Transformational energy. The power within. Introspection. The power to
hold. The Power of Earth. The mineral kingdom.

3 - Molding and shaping power. Feeling. The power of giving. The power of Water. The plant
kingdom.

4 - Balance, alignment and harmony. Mental power. Knowledge and wisdom. The power of Air.
The power receiveing. The animal kingdom.

5 - Balanced power. Extended awareness.

6 - Personal history and concepts of self. Ancestry and past experiences.

7 - Dreams and aspirations. Visions of what we want to be. Striving for perfection.

8 - Rules, laws and karma. How our life is 'conditioned'. Our Book of Life - what we are doing
with what we have got and have been given.

9 - The power of determined and purposeful movement. Designed change. Choreography of
energy

10 - A merging zone of the Tonal and the Nagual. Multi-dimensional awareness.

11 - Inspiration and spiritual illumination.

12 - Inter-dimensional organization and stability.

13 - The transmission of energy through the dimensions.

14 - Instinctive knowing.

15 - Holographic awareness.

16 - Access to 'forgotten' knowledge. The collective unconscious.



17 - Power to interpret inner messages.

18 - Cosmic and cyclic laws of cause and effect.

19 - Design of energy unimpeded.

20 - The power of bringing the inside outside.

: The Zealean (Native American) Twenty Count as presented Shamanic Experience by Kenneth Meadows:

:BRESH KIM PARA:



Afterword
The purpose of this book is to introduce a few to some basic esoteric thought, voice some of
my own personal beliefs, and possibly rally some like mindeds to help build a world, or at least
carve out a place in this one, that we would be happy to call our own. Koralea doesn't exist yet. it
is only in my mind, but the shape of Kentucky calls for that name. My dream is to make enough
money in my life time to by it, though I've not spent much time there, and set up a town in the
forest somewhere. If you're reading this and entertain similar thoughts please feel free to
contact me via Facebook. Type in Droneksaize and you should find me. I am African-American
and ethnicity is a non-factor in joining the Koral people, of which I am at present the sole. Not
everything has been worked out yet and suggestions are welcome. I am 28 currently and this
may be an immature aspiration, but this is my brain-child and I've been thinking about it since I
was 19. I would like it to see light and be born in reality. Nature and Technology, Science and
Magic.

Koral is a term I derived from the anime Eureka 7 when I misremembered and misappropriated
the name of a storm cloud to the form of being that Eureka and Anemone were. They are
formed of Plant and Coral and Animal by Earth in order to be its eyes on humanity to judge if
they are worthy of inhabiting it again. I am imaginative, and possibly insane in believing I am the
same thing, minus the born directly of Earth thing, and plus a Metal and Mushroom. I am a
Copper, Blue Coral(which may only exist within me), San Pedro Cactus, and Wolf Humanoid born
of two human parents. I am also possibly insane in believing I have a wife I've never met. I pray
I'm not, insane that is...

Anyway, this book was suppose to have a list of animals and their symbolisms, but I got tired of
typing and there were a lot to cover. My apologies. I give you this book in faith. I do not take
money for it.

-DAS

:All words in the Koral language are pronounced with Latin vowels and all "R's" are single rolled:



:Droneks Aize Selipashaflor:

Cortlandt


